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ABSTRACT- The blades of a helicopter are long, limited with a 

secondary perspective proportion. The shapes of the blade are 

such-and-such minimizes drag starting with the tip of the 

vertices. They hold a level about messiness that lessens those lift 

created at the corners, the place the wind current may be 

speediest also vortex era. Blades of the rotor are large would 

commit out for different materials, such as aluminum, 

composites, also steel. The helicopter rotor centre is powered 

toward the engine, and the rotor blades would connect to the 

centre. The movement of sharpened steel is regulated toward the 

helicopter rotor framework.  

Those fundamental rotor sharpened steel  influenced 

toward the wind stream for revolution about sharpened steel 

and the impact of aeromechanic energy and radial energy 

applying will be sharpened steel need to been completely 

acknowledged. The changing qualities dissection from claiming 

rotor edge is principally included in the vibration control.  

The goal will should figure the common recurrence 

furthermore operating recurrence for rotor edge may be 

modulating the individual’s frequencies also avoiding thunder 

in rotational speed, in this way, the vibrations of the helicopter 

might diminish. 

In this project, the three-dimension model of helicopter 

rotor blade is modeled in NX-CAD and imported into ANSYS 

software to analyze the strength, and dynamic characteristics of 

rotor blade have been developed. The static strength and the 

dynamic characteristics about rotor blade have been analyzed 

with ANSYS software for different materials (aluminum alloy 

and composite materials). Throughout those contemplate of 

changing trademark analysis, those impact of aeromechanic 

energy What's more radial energy applying with sharpened steel 

need to been completely viewed. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The lift may be made towards the wings of the plane 

when they move through the air. There would four strengths 

acting on the helicopter or plane throughout flight Furthermore 

the individuals would THRUST, DRAG, LIFT, what„s more 

WEIGHT. Will make those wings move through the air, the plane 

itself need with a move. The physique from claiming helicopter 

sits tight still same time Hosting wings move through those air. 

Those helicopter's wings would know as fundamental rotor 

blades. Lift energy will be dictated eventually Tom's perusing 

those state, and the point of the blades move through the air. Then 

afterwards the takeoff of the plane alternately helicopter off the 

ground, those pilot need adaptability should tilt those blades, 

settling on that helicopter should get up and go alternately 

sideward alternately retrograde.  

Helicopters need aid over a lot of people, sizes what's 

more shapes. Anyway practically from claiming they bring the 

same major parts. These  incorporate an airframe which houses 

those numerous components, a lodge the place the payload and 

team are carried, a control plant, also a transmission which is 

around other things, takes those energy from those  plant 

alternately motor what's more transmits it of the principle rotor, 

which gives those air motion facilitating powers that reasons the 

helicopter on fly. Then, on stay with the helicopter from turning 

because of torque, there must get a chance to be a portion kind of 

hostile to torque framework. Finally, there is the arriving gear, 

which incorporates skids, wheels, and floats. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Dynamic Characteristics Analysis of Rotor Blade 

Based on ANSYS by Nian-zhao Jiang, Xiang-lin Ma, Zhi-qing 

Zhang, Those three-estimation compelled part show for 

helicopter rotor edge require been worked with APDL tongue, 

that point utilizing this model, those static quality and the 

segment qualities something like rotor edge require been 

investigated with ANSYS programming gathering. All through 

the Investigation of dynamic trademark, those impact of 

aeromechanic essentialness and extended imperativeness applying 

will sharpened steel require been completely observed as. Also, 

the full outline about rotor edge require been introduced in this 

paper. 

Actuator configuration for those dynamic trailing 

edge of a helicopter rotor edge Toward Christoph k. 

Maucher1, Boris An. Grohmann1, subside Jänker1, Andree 

Altmikus2, Flemming Jensen3, horst Baier, Today, helicopters 

Indeed going currently white collar of the way beginning for their 

common impact review external noise, fuel use In addition 

emissions, their low passee comfort concerning lodge upheaval 

Moreover vibrations Additionally their confined execution for 

views flight envelope, speed Moreover degree. A champion 

around those basic wellsprings over upheaval Moreover 

vibrations may be the key rotor, especially completed fast propel 

likewise plummet flight. Therefore, developments to moved rotor 

control would investigate. Unique honed steel control (IBC) 

frameworks tolerance on diminishing vibration, noise besides 

shaft vitality use. If control every rotor edge individually, on-

blade incitation segments in perspective of vivified materials the 

table positive position condition secured nearby weight, control 

use In addition exchange pace contrasted with frameworks 

inciting the individuals rotor edge root. The mossycup oak 

propelled methodologies as such need aid the regulate turn idea 

and the trailing edge fold. Those theme from claiming this paper 

may be another idea for an IBC actuator, those animated trailing 

edge. The dynamic trailing edge particular idea understands a 

morphing cross area for an helicopter rotor edge. The trailing 

edge of the airfoil has the ability on divert upwards Furthermore 

downwards. Comparable of the trailing edge flaps, those 

consumed plans with turn the sharpened steel aero elastically 

utilizing the servo effect, i.e. The change in air motion facilitating 

pitching minute twists the rotor edge. 

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN 

ROTOR BLADE FOR A LIGHT HELICOPTER - CASE OF 

HOVERING FLIGHT MODE by Diana CAZANGIU, in 

MAY 2014, in might 2014, those aviation industry arrangements 

starting with the start with structures with extraordinary 
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necessities Similarly as amazing lightweight Also withstanding 

with a huge number from claiming load situations. Flight science 

imperatives prompt supplementary restrictions, those outcomes 

constantly the mind boggling state will support the fuselage, those 

rotor blades alternately the wings skin. This paper displays An 

static structural dissection of the fundamental rotor sharpened 

steel for the light helicopter. To recreate the mechanical conduct 

technique of the blade, An limited components strategy might 

have been utilized. An instance from claiming hovering flight 

mode might have been acknowledged. 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION & SOLUTION 

METHODOLOGY 

The fundamental rotor edge for the most part influenced 

by the wind current for revolution of sharp edge and the impact of 

streamlined constrain and radial compel applying to cutting edge 

has been completely considered. The dynamic qualities 

examination of rotor sharp edge is for the most part engaged with 

the vibration control. The goal is to figure the common recurrence 

and working recurrence of rotor sharp edge is regulating those 

frequencies and maintaining a strategic distance from 

reverberation at rotational speed, in this manner the vibrations of 

helicopter may decrease.  

In this venture, the three-measurement model of helicopter rotor 

sharp edge is displayed in NX-computer aided design and 

imported into ANSYS programming. The static quality and the 

dynamic attributes about rotor sharp edge have been investigated 

with ANSYS programming for various materials (aluminum 

amalgam and composite materials). 

 

IV. 3D MODELING OF HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE 

NX, previously known as NX-CAD alternately as a rule 

Exactly U-G, is a propelled high-end CAD/CAM/CAE 

programming bundle initially produced NX-CAD, in any case 

since 2007 by Siemens PLM programming. 

  

3D MODELLING OF HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE (All 

dimension are in mm) 

 
Fig: shows the symmetric airfoil sketch 

 
Fig: shows the 3D model of swept forward wing 

 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR 

BLADE 

Limited Component Demonstrating (FEM) and Limited 

Component Investigation (FEA) are two most well known 

mechanical designing applications offered by existing CAE 

frameworks. This is credited to the way that the FEM is maybe 

the most prevalent numerical strategy for taking care of building 

issues. The strategy is sufficiently general to deal with any 

unpredictable state of geometry (issue area), any material 

properties, any limit conditions and any stacking conditions. The 

sweeping statement of the FEM fits the investigation prerequisites 

of the present complex building frameworks and outlines where 

shut shape arrangements are administering harmony conditions 

are not accessible. What's more it is a productive outline device 

by which architects can perform parametric plan contemplating 

different cases (distinctive shapes, material burdens and so on.) 

examining them and picking the ideal outline.  

 

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (Limited Component 

Technique): 

Those FEM will be numerical examination strategy for 

getting surmised replies to totally combination from claiming 

fabricating issues. The method began in the aeromechanic 

profession Likewise an mechanical assembly on analyze worries 

clinched alongside jumbled airframe structures. It turned into 

crazy about the thing that might have been known as the schema 

examination techno babble used as an and only flying machine 

want. The technique need picked dependent upon pervasiveness 

"around the two masters Also masters and then afterward such an 

extensive number of advancements codes need aid made to totally 

combination about issues. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS: 

Basic examination contains the arrangement of physical 

laws and arithmetic required to think about and predicts the 

conduct of structures. The subjects of auxiliary investigation are 

designing ancient rarities whose respectability is judged to a great 

extent in light of their capacity to withstand loads; they ordinarily 

incorporate structures, scaffolds, airplane, and boats. Basic 

examination consolidates the fields of mechanics and elements 

and additionally the numerous disappointment hypotheses. From 

a hypothetical viewpoint the essential objective of auxiliary 

investigation is the calculation of misshapenings, inner powers, 

and stresses. Practically speaking, auxiliary examination can be 

seen all the more uniquely as a strategy to drive the building 

configuration process or demonstrate the soundness of a plan 

without a reliance on specifically testing it.  

 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES: 

Aluminum alloys -2014-Mechanical Properties: 

Young‟s modulus = 70Gpa 

Yield Strength    =    414 Mpa 

Poison‟s ratio    =    0.3 

            Density              =     2700 kg/m3 

3D model of the helicopter rotor blade was developed in NX-

CAD. The model was converted into a Para solid to import in 

ANSYS. 

 

 
Fig: shows the geometrical model of helicopter rotor blade 
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RESULTS 

 
Fig: Total Deflection of helicopter rotor blade 

 

 
Fig: VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

                               

V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR 

BLADE 

Modal ANALYSIS: 

Modal Investigation might have been conveyed out to focus the 

common frequencies Furthermore mode shapes of a structure in 

the recurrence go for 0 -12Hz. 

Mode shape 3@5.4 Hz 

 
Fig. shows Mode shape 3@5.4 Hz for helicopter rotor blade. 

 

From the modal analysis, 

 It is observed that the maximum mass participation of 

69kgs is observed in X-dir for the frequency of 5.4Hz. 

 It is observed that the maximum mass participation of 

65kgs and 25kgs are observed in Z-dir for the frequency 

of 0.787Hz and 4.6Hz. 

 

To check the structure response at the mentioned frequency due 

to the operating loads, harmonic analysis is carried out on the 

helicopter rotor blade. 

 

VI. HARMONIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

Table: frequencies and mass participations for modes in the range 

of 0- 12 Hz 

 

 
Fig. VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

 

STATIC ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE HELICOPTER 

ROTOR BLADE 

 
Fig. Von Mises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE 

 

MODAL ANALYSIS: 

 Modal analysis was carried out to determine the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of a structure in the frequency range 

of 0 -12Hz. 

Boundary Conditions: 

 Blade is arrested on the bolting locations are fixed in all dof 

which is connected to hub. 

  

 
Fig shows the boundary conditions of helicopter rotor blade 
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Mode shape 5@11.4 Hz 

 
Fig. shows Mode shape 5@11.4 Hz for helicopter rotor blade 

 

HARMONIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

Any maintained cyclic load will prepare a supported 

cyclic reaction (a symphonious response) Previously, A structural 

framework. Symphonious reaction examination provides for you 

the capacity on foresee the managed dynamic self-destructive 

considerations and conduct for your structures, hence 

empowering you to confirm it or not your outlines will effectively 

beat resonance, fatigue, and different unsafe impacts for 

constrained vibrations.  

The system to An full symphonious reaction dissection comprises 

for three fundamental steps:  

5. Raise the model.  

6. Apply loads and get the result.  

7. Survey those comes about.  

 
Fig. Von Mises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

 

STATIC ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE HELICOPTER 

ROTOR BLADE 

OBJECTIVE:  

Structural static Investigation need been performed on 

the composite helicopter rotor edge structure toward applying the 

precise speed what‟s more gravity. The bolting areas would alter 

on the whole dof. 

 

RESULTS: 

Deflections: 

 
Fig. Deflection in X-dir of helicopter rotor blade 

 
Fig. Deflection in Y-dir of helicopter rotor blade 

 

 
Fig. Deflection in Z-dir of helicopter rotor blade 

 

 

 
Fig. Total Deflection of helicopter rotor blade 

 

 
Fig. VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

 

Table. Shows the max. Deflection and Max. Stress 

 
 

From the over comes about it is watched that those vital 

anxieties values 144MPa, 52MPa, and 40MPa would less the 

central anxieties values of the material 800MPa, 60MPa, 

Furthermore 74MPa for individually 1st, second Also 3rd central 

focuses on. Subsequently as stated by those greatest stresses 

Theory, those composite helicopter rotor edge plans will be safe 

for those over working loads. 
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE 

MODAL ANALYSIS: 

 Modal analysis was carried out to determine the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of a structure in the frequency range 

of 0 -12Hz. 

Boundary Conditions: 

 Blade is arrested on the bolting locations are fixed in all dof 

which is connected to hub. 

 

 
Fig shows the boundary conditions of helicopter rotor blade 

 

Total helicopter main rotor blade weight observed is 82kgs. 

 

Table .frequencies and mass participations for modes in the 

range of 0- 12 Hz 

 
 

HARMONIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

 Whatever managed cyclic load will generate a supported cyclic 

reaction (a symphonious response) done An structural framework. 

Symphonious reaction examination provides for you the capacity 

will anticipate the maintained element conduct from claiming 

your structures, Subsequently empowering you will check if 

alternately not your outlines will effectively beat resonance, 

fatigue, What's more different destructive impacts of constrained 

vibrations.  

The system for An full symphonious reaction Investigation 

comprises about three fundamental steps: 

 7. Fabricate the model.  

8. Apply loads and get the result.  

9. Survey those outcomes.  

 

From the modal analysis, 

Table .frequencies and mass participations for modes in the 

range of 0- 12 Hz 

 
 

 
Fig. VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade 

 

Table: shows the deflections and VonMises stress for critical 

frequencies 

 
 

From those over outcomes it may be watched that the central 

anxieties from claiming 2Hz recurrence values 95MPa, 18MPa 

Also 5MPa need aid short of what those central anxieties values 

of the material (HM carbon/epoxy) 800MPa, 90MPa, and 70MPa 

for separately 1st, second furthermore 3rd central anxieties.  

As stated by those VonMises anxiety Theory, those VonMises 

stress from claiming helicopter rotor edge during frequencies 2Hz 

will be Hosting lesquerella anxieties over those yield quality of 

the material. Consequently those outlines of helicopter rotor edge 

may be safe to those over operating stacking states 

  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the present project, the helicopter rotor blade has been studied 

for structural behavior and optimized for different materials 

(aluminum and composite materials). 

 

The helicopter rotor blade was studied for 3 different 

materials: 

 Aluminum 

 HM carbon/ epoxy 

 E-glass/ epoxy 

 

CASE-1: Structural analysis of helicopter rotor blade with 

aluminum material: 

From static analysis, 

From the static analysis results it is observed that the 

maximum VonMises stress observed is 172 MPa. The maximum 

stress is observed on the bolting location. The yield strength of 

the material is 414 MPa. According to the VonMises Stress 

Theory, the VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade is having 

less stress than the yield strength of the material (aluminum 

alloy).  

 

From the modal analysis, 

Starting with those over modal examination outcomes it will be 

watched that just 3 common frequencies exists in the working 

extend for 0-12 Hz. Downright helicopter fundamental rotor 

sharpened steel weight watched is 111kgs. 

 It may be watched that the most extreme impostor 

cooperation for 69kgs will be watched over X-dir for those 

recurrence from claiming 5. 4Hz. 

 It  may be watched that the most extreme impostor 

investment about 65kgs Also 25kgs would watched in Z-dir 

to those recurrence of 0. 787Hz Furthermore 4. 6Hz.  

 

From the harmonic analysis 

Harmonic analysis was carried out on the helicopter rotor blade to 

determine the deflections and stress of a structure in the critical 

frequency range of 0 -12 Hz.  

From the harmonic analysis results it is observed that the 

critical frequencies 6 Hz, is having stresses of 295MPa 

respectively. The yield strength of the material used for helicopter 

rotor blade is 414MPa. According to the VonMises Stress 

Theory, the VonMises stress of helicopter rotor blade at 

frequencies 6 Hz is having less stresses than the yield strength of 

the material.  
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CASE-2: Structural analysis of helicopter rotor blade with 

HM carbon/ epoxy material: 

From static analysis, 

From those outcomes it may be watched that the central 

focuses on qualities 112MPa, 50MPa, Also 29MPa would less 

those central anxieties qualities of the material 870MPa, 54MPa, 

What's more 30MPa with individually 1st, second and 3rd central 

anxieties. Subsequently as stated by the greatest anxiety Theory, 

the composite helicopter rotor edge plan may be safe to the over 

working loads.  

 

From the modal analysis, 
Starting with the modal examination effects it may be watched 

that main 5 regular frequencies exists in the working range for 0-

12 Hz. Downright helicopter fundamental rotor sharpened steel 

weight watched may be 66kgs. 

 It may be watched that the greatest impostor cooperation of 

40kgs may be watched done X-dir for those recurrence about 

2. 3Hz. 

 It may be watched that those most extreme impostor support 

of 38kgs Also 11kgs would watched to Z-dir to those 

recurrence for 0. 33Hz what‟s more 2. 1Hz.  

 

From the harmonic analysis, 

Harmonic analysis was carried out on the helicopter rotor blade to 

determine the deflections and stress of a structure in the critical 

frequency range of 0 -12 Hz.  

From the harmonic analysis results it is observed that the 

principal stresses of 2Hz frequency values 208MPa, 64MPa and 

26MPa are less than the principal stresses values of the 

material(HM carbon/epoxy) 870MPa, 94MPa, and 30MPa with 

respectively 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 principal stresses. According to the 

VonMises Stress Theory, the VonMises stress of helicopter rotor 

blade at frequencies 2Hz is having less stresses than the yield 

strength of the material.  

 

CASE-3: Structural analysis of helicopter rotor blade with E-

glass/ epoxy material: 

From static analysis, 

From the results it is observed that the principal stresses 

values 144MPa, 52MPa, and 40MPa are less than the principal 

stresses values of the material 800MPa, 60MPa, and 74MPa with 

respectively 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 principal stresses. Hence according to 

the Maximum Stress Theory, the Composite Helicopter rotor 

blade design is safe for the above operating loads. 

 

From the modal analysis, 

From the modal examination effects it is watched that main 4 

common frequencies exist in the operating extend about 0-12 Hz. 

That downright weight of the control straight will be 82 kg. 

 It may be watched that the greatest impostor cooperation of 

50kgs may be watched done X-dir for those recurrence about 

2. 3Hz. 

 

 It may be watched that those most extreme impostor support 

of 48kgs Also 14kgs would watched to Z-dir to those 

recurrence for 0. 33Hz what‟s more 2. 1Hz.  

 

From the harmonic analysis, 

From the harmonic analysis results it is observed that the 

principal stresses of 2Hz frequency values 95MPa, 18MPa and 

5MPa are less than the principal stresses values of the 

material(HM carbon/epoxy) 800MPa, 90MPa, and 70MPa with 

respectively 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 principal stresses. According to the 

VonMises Stress Theory, the VonMises stress of helicopter rotor 

blade at frequencies 2Hz is having less stresses than the yield 

strength of the material.  

 

Comparison of aluminum alloy, HM carbon/Epoxy and E 

glass/ Epoxy materials 

 
 

Hence the design of helicopter rotor blade is safe for the above 

operating loading conditions in all 3 materials. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the display project, the helicopter rotor edge need 

been contemplated for structural conduct What's more optimized 

to distinctive materials (aluminum Furthermore composite 

materials).  

In this project, the three-dimension model from claiming 

helicopter rotor edge might have been demonstrated for NX-CAD 

Also foreign under ANSYS product should examine quality 

Furthermore dynamic aspects of rotor edge need been formed. 

The static quality and the changing aspects regarding rotor edge 

were investigated with ANSYS product for separate materials 

(aluminum compound Furthermore composite materials).  

Starting with the over examination it is reasoned that 

those helicopter rotor edge need focuses on and deflections inside 

the configuration breaking points for those the sum three 

materials (aluminum and composite materials). Starting with 

those outcomes we might presume that those carbon/ epoxy 

material helicopter sharpened steel need lesquerella weight 

furthermore exceptional component of security. 
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